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Intention: The intention of this piece is to tell Douglas' story of how he came to learn how to read and write. The piece tells of the problems and consequences that read and write donated on Douglas. Style: Douglas' essay has a simplistic style. His sentences are very direct and to the point; it's not hard to de-digite what he's trying to say. He starts his essay, for example, I've lived
in Master Hugh's family for about seven years. During this time I managed to learn to read and write, (260). It's pretty short sentences, each one comes straight to its point. Douglas doesn't include over-the-top images and descriptions, but he includes just enough to allow the reader to suggest what he experienced. He describes his mistress as pious, warm and tinged heart, (260).
This description aligns with its direct and simple style, but provides enough information to allow the reader to suggest what type of woman this mistress was. Douglas used increased dictionary throughout his essay, which surprised me, considering he was a former slave. He uses words like pious, discontent, insidious, and therefore. These words help show just how educated
Douglas really was. I really enjoyed the style of this essay; it was simple and easy to understand, but also showed that Douglas was an educated man. Quote: In moments of pain, I envied my fellow slaves for their stupidity, (262). This quote was surprising to me. I always thought that every slave wants to know how to read and write, and didn't think it could be a negative thing.
This quote made me think differently about slaves and the emotions they must have felt. Douglas uses powerful words in this quote, such as 'pain' and 'envied'. For him to envy the other slaves for their lack of knowledge is extremely powerful; people should strive for knowledge, not for stupidity. He clearly expresses the pain and burden that literacy has brought against him. I
learned that literacy allowed slaves to see their miserable condition, without the middle ( 262). Literacy revealed to Douglas how terrible his condition was. Knowledge is strength, and in this case, causing tremendous pain for Douglas. Pathos are also present in this quote. His powerful words reveal his pain, causing the reader to feel sorry for him. This quote supports the intention
of the piece; it reveals the problems and burdens that read and write placed on Douglas. Arrangement: This essay is told through a series of stories about Douglas' life. It goes in chronological order; the story begins with him with a desire to read, and ends with him learning how to write. Douglas takes his audience through the events that helped teach him how to read and write.
He started looking at his master newspaper, then he made friends with the white boys and learn from them, next he started reading books, and eventually he had a found to learn how to write. Douglas mentions mentions the end of his essay that he would meet with boys he knew could write, and had the writing of competitions with them. He would also copy what his master had
written, and tell his audience, So, after a long, diminutive effort for years, I finally managed to learn how to write, (264). Douglas' knowledge progresses through time, and as he becomes more educated, the audience sees him becoming more concerned about his current situation. By writing this essay in the form of a story, Douglas effectively connects the reader to his life and
takes them on the journey he experienced. Vanessa Petranek Douglas makes use of a paradox when discussing what learns to read and write what has been provided for him. He calls it a blessing and a curse. He says learning to read and write was a blessing because he was able to learn about the world around him and what it really meant to be a slave. He was able to learn
more about the abolitionist movement and if there was any progress toward freeing slaves. In his essay, Douglas says, Reading these documents enabled me to express my thoughts and to meet the arguments brought forward to sustain slavery... (262). In the same paragraph, Douglas reveals to the reader how reading was also a curse for him. He realized how truly powerless
he was and in the end he was still just a slave. The ability to read didn't change the fact that he was still destined to be a slave for life. To explain the anger, he felt Douglas say, ... I would sometimes feel that learning to read was a curse rather than a blessing. It gave me a view of my miserable conditions, without the remedy. (Douglas 262). Reading allowed him to see the
problems going on in the world, but that didn't give him the ability to do something about it. Douglas begins this essay with an anecdote about the family he served when he was a young boy. The anecdote continues to talk about how his mistress started teaching him how to read. This anecdote is so strong because it shows us Douglas' first encounter with a book. It begins its
journey to learn how to read and write. Throughout the rest of the essay, Douglas tells stories of his childhood. One of the stories was how he used to trick the little white boys into teaching him how to write. Douglas would bet them he could write as best they could. He would then learn how to write the different letters by mimicming the boys. All these little stories make his essay
feel stronger and make the audience feel connected to him. Douglas has ethos because he is one of the most famous black abolitionists. He is known for his work with the abolition and for all his different writing. He has several other famous works one of those who are, What to the slave is the Fourth of July? He also ethosed because he was a slave for many years, so the
prejudice he experienced was firsthand. All of his are first-hand accounts of what he experienced as a slave who an enormous amount of credibility. Megan Ross Douglas opens his essay by describing his mistress, who used him to read and write, but then not only stopped instructing [him] but set her face against [his] who was instructed by anyone else (260). Douglas writes,
however, it is thanks to my mistress to say of her, that she did not adopt this course of treatment immediately. She didn't initially indispense the corruption of locking me up in spiritual darkness. At least it was necessary for her to have training in exerting irresponsible power, to equate her to the task of treating me as if I were a brute (260). With that, Douglas contrasts she learns to
read and write with her learning to treat him as a slave — previously, she treated him as his supposed one human being ought to treat another (260), but under the influence of her husband and after gaining experience as a slaveholder, she became cruel to Douglas. Douglas drives his point home with the strong words he uses, such as corruption, spiritual darkness, irresponsible
power, and brute. In between anecdotes, Douglas writes, I was now about twelve years old, and the thought of being a slave to life began to bear heavily on my heart (261) At this point shifting the essay into tone to describe the burden of Douglas's literacy. This sentence in particular is important because it is terrifying. We learn about the adult lives of slaves, but forget that they
were children, and this knowledge that one's life truly has no prospects is enough to destroy one's childhood. Douglas describes how his hopes for freedom burdened him: Freedom has now appeared, to no longer disappear forever. It was heard in every sound and seen in everything. It was ever present to suffer me with a sense of my miserable condition. I didn't see anything
without seeing it, I heard nothing without hearing it, and felt nothing without feeling it. It looked out of every star, it smiled in every calm, blew in every wind and moved into every storm (263). This quote is beautiful but melancholy. It describes the steadiness of Douglas' hopes, which is positive but also negative because its persistence is torturing for him, as it is a hope he feels he
can never achieve. Douglas' repeated use of parallelism in this quote dramatizes and highlights his point. Sophia Dahlquist Douglas lives in Hugh Auld's household for about seven years. During this time, he is able to learn how to read and write, although Mrs. Auld is hardened and no longer tutors him. Slavery hurt Mrs. Auld as much as it hurts Douglas himself. The mentality of
slavery strips her of her inherent piety and sympathy for others, making her hardened and cruel. However, Douglas already has the alphabet and is determined to learn how to read. He gives bread to poor local boys in exchange for reading lessons. Douglas writes that he is now tempted to thank these boys by name, but he knows that they would suffer for it, suffering, blacks still
form an offense. Douglas remembers the boys sympathetic agreeing that he no longer deserves to be a slave than they did themselves. At the age of twelve, Douglas meets a book called The Columbian Orator, which features a philosophical dialogue between a master and a slave. In the dialogue, the master lays out the argument for slavery, and the slave refutes every point and
eventually convinces the master to release him. The book also contains a reprint of a speech arguing for the liberation of Irish Catholics and for human rights generally. The book helps Douglas articulate the case fully against slavery, but it also makes him hate his masters more and more. This dilemma is tough position for Douglas and often fills him with regret. As Hugh Auld
predicted, Douglas' discontent is painfully acute now that he understands the injustice of his situation but still has no way of escaping it. Douglas enters a period of nearly suicidal despair. During this period, Douglas listens eagerly to anyone discussing slavery. He often hears the word abolition. In a city newspaper account of a Northern abolitionist petition, Douglas finally discovers
that the word means anxioned. One day around this time, Douglas kindly helps two Irish sailors at the wharf without being asked. When they realize that Douglas is doomed to be jailed for life, the sailors encourage him to run away to the North. Douglass don't respond to them, fearing they might try to trick him. White men have been known to encourage slaves to escape and then
reclaim them for the reward money. But the idea of escape nonetheless sticks in Douglas' head. Meanwhile, Douglas sets out to learn how to write. After watching ships' carpenters write a few letters about wood, Douglas learns to form several letters. He practices his letters on fences, walls and the ground around the city. He approaches local boys and starts matches about who
can write best. Douglas writes what he can and learns from what the boys are writing. Soon he can copy some of the dictionary. When the Aulds leave Douglas alone in the house, he writes in Thomas Auld's old discarded copybooks. In this painful manner, Douglas finally learns to write. Write.
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